Miskatonic Horror

Mythos Cards

tm

Q: When the Mudslides Environment card is in effect,
when during the Mythos Phase do players roll to see if
they move?
A: After the Activate Mythos Ability step. If the
Mudlsides card has been discarded during the Mythos
Phase before this point, players do not need to roll.

The Dunwich Horror Herald

Q: When a mythos card is resolved that requires both
circle and moon dimensional symbol monsters to move
(such as Strange Sightings [DH, KH, IH, MH]), does the
Dunwich Horror move twice?
A: Resolve the movement for both symbols, starting with
the one on the white background.

Act Cards

Q: Do Environment mythos cards trigger Act cards even
if their mythos ability is not activated? Do they trigger
Act cards even if they are discarded and another card is
drawn? Do they trigger Act cards if they are drawn for
some ancillary reason and are not resolved?
A: Yes to all of these, provided the card was drawn during
the Mythos Phase. Note that if multiple cards are drawn
during the Mythos Phase, immediately after each is drawn
players will always have an opportunity to return an Act
card to the top of the Act deck.

Rule Changes and Clarifications
Clarification on the Player Reference Sheets

On the player reference sheets, the numbers listed for
Monster Limit and Outskirts Limit refers to the maximum
number of monsters before which the limit is exceeded.
The numbers listed for the Open Gate Limit however represents the number of gates at which the limit is exceeded.
Although the word, “Limit” is used in all three cases, the
Open Gate Limit number is slightly different as it corresponds to the “Too Many Gates” table on page 24 of the
Arkham Horror rules.

Frequently Asked Questions
Gate Bursts

Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at Kate Winthrop’s [AH] location, what happens? Does she prevent a Gate Burst from
removing a seal?
A: The Gate Burst is completely prevented. The seal
remains.
Q: If a Gate Burst is prevented for whatever reason, do
flying monsters still move? If Atlach-Nacha [KH] is the
Ancient One, does every Mythos Card with a gate cause
the flying monsters to move?
A: Yes to both.
Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at a location which already has
an open gate is there a monster surge?
A: Yes.
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